Stratis ICO Platform
Deploy your Initial
Coin Oﬀering in
minutes
Why customers use the
Stratis ICO Platform

Crowdfund,

Deployed in minutes

raise and store funds
securely, and automatically
manage cryptographic
token distribution according
to predeﬁned parameters.

Blockchain agnostic
Can be customized & branded for
a bespoke investor experience
Stratis also shares its experience as
an all time Top 5 ICO via
consultancy services

What is the Stratis ICO Platform?
An easy-to-use, secure ASP .NET application that is Know your
Customer (KYC) ready and accepts contributions in BTC or STRAT,
with Changelly integration for seamless conversion of ﬁat and
other cryptocurrencies into STRAT.

Why leading healthcare business
chose Stratis

Why leading automotive business
chose Stratis

Convenience & continuity from ICO to blockchain
deployment

The success of Stratis’ own ICO certainly played a big
part in our decision

Flexibility of platform and Stratis advice on ICO
process

Cultural ﬁt with the Stratis Platform team & their
willingness to work with us

Turnkey solution, from fundraising & token
distribution, to design & development

Our SEC approval process drove us to select a platform
that we could adapt according to emerging
requirements

Branding, conﬁguration of ICO phases and secure,
oﬀ-line management of funds

The security features designed into the Straits ICO
platform boosted their score in our evaluation process

“In the end it was an easy decision - it was the Stratis team’s ability to work with us at every stage as we
rolled out our new business proposition on their blockchain. From ICO planning, white paper
development and the funding process on the Stratis ICO Platform, to design & deployment of our
blockchain solution – a single point of contact, enabling us to stay focused on our business throughout.”
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